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I. Introduction
1. Three geometric problems
A basic problem in Riemannian geometry is that of describing the set
of curvatures a given manifold can possess. In this paper we shall limit our
discussion to compact, connected, two dimensional manifolds (not necessarily
orientable). We will discuss open 2-manifolds and scalar curvatures for
higher dimensional manifolds in separate papers [16, 17].
On a 2-manifold, there is essentially only one notion of curvature and
our problem becomes that of describing the set of Gaussian curvature functions. There is only one known condition on curvature for compact 2-mani* This paper containsthe compactcase of materialpreviouslyannounced[12,13, 14] under
the titles, "CurvatureFunctionsfor 2-ManifoldsI" and "CurvatureFunctionsfor 2-Manifolds
III-The Negative Euler CharacteristicCase".
** Supportedin part by N. S. F. GrantsGP28976Xand GP29258.
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folds- the global conditiongiven by the Gauss-Bonnettheorem. If a smooth
functionK is the Gaussian curvatureof some RiemannianmetricD on M,
thenthe Gauss-Bonnettheoremasserts that
KdA = 2wX(M),

(1.1)

M

where dA is the elementof area with respect to D and X(M) is the Euler
characteristicof M. This clearly imposes the followingsign conditionson
K dependingon X(M):
(a) X(M) > 0: K is positivesomewhere,
(1.2)
(b) X(M) = 0: K changes sign (unless K 0),
(c) X(M) < 0: K is negativesomewhere.
We were naturallyled to ask the following,which can be thoughtof as a
converseto the Gauss-Bonnettheorem.
conQUESTION1. Are thesign conditions(1.2), dependingon X(M), sufficient
ditionsfor a smoothfunctionK on a compact2-manifoldto be the Gaussian
curvatureof someRiemannian structureon M?
To make the problemmoretangible,we attemptto realize K in a very
specificway. We attack Question1 by prescribingsome metricg on M, and
by attemptingto realize K as the curvatureofa metricD that is conformally
equivalentto g, or even more,of a metricthat is pointwiseconformalto g.
(We shall call metricsD and g pointwise conformal if D = e2ug for some
u E C-(M), whereaswe say that D and g are conformallyequivalentif there
is a diffeomorphism
'p of M and a functionu E C-(M) such that e2ugis the
metricobtainedby pullingback U under p, i.e. p*(U) = e2ug. Pointwiseconformalis the special case of conformalequivalence in which one demands
that the diffeomorphism
'p be the identitymap.) This approachhas the advantage that, if we seek K as the curvatureof a metrica that is pointwise
conformalto g, so U = e2ug,then one is led to the problemof solving the
nonlinearellipticequation
deceptivelyinnocent-looking
Au = k

(1.3)

-

Ke2u,

wherek and A are the Gaussian curvature and Laplacian, respectively,in
the given metricg. Consequently,the problemof showing that K is the
curvatureof a metricD conformally
equivalentto g is preciselythat of find'p of M such that one can solve
ing a diffeomorphism
Au = k

(1.4)
since then the metric g =

('-1)

-

(Ko P)e2u,

*(e2ug)will have curvature K.

The equation (1.3) may be computedsimplyas follows. Let {1o),()2}
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a local orientedorthonormalcoframefieldon M forthe metricg. If we set
Co,= e"oi then {6co,(io2} is a local orientedorthonormalcoframefieldforU.
Now the Gaussian curvaturek of the metricg is determinedby the equation
k(01 A (02 = d912,wherethe Riemannianconnectionform912 is uniquely determined by the requirementsthat 912 =- 921,
dol =- 912 A (02, and
do2 = - 921 A 01. We compute p12. Let du= u1o1 + u2o2. Then
dsol= eu(du A (01 - 912 A (02) = - (U2(11- ul(12 + 912) A 6)2*
Thus )12 = U2()1 ator. Therefore,

U1(02 +

912

=

912

-

*du, where * is the Hodge star oper-

C=2 =

dw12= d912- d*du = keoiA/(02
fromwhich (1.3) followsimmediately.
To summarize,we have asked
KC A

-

Au1

A

02,

QUESTION2. If g is a prescribedmetricon M and if K satisfiesthesign conditions (1.2), is K thecurvatureof somemetricD thatis pointwiseconformal
to g, thatis, can one solve (1.3) ?
and
QUESTION3. If K and g are as in Question 2, is K the curvatureof some
metricU conformallyequivalentto g, thatis, can onefind a diffeomorphism
9 so thatone can solve (1.4) ?
One should observethat a "yes" answer to Question 2 implies a "yes"
for 3, and that a "yes" for 3 implies a "yes" answer for Question 1. Of
course,it is a prioripossiblethat fora given K satisfying(1.2) the answer
to Question2 is "no" while the answer to 3, and hence 1, is "yes".
Question2 has also been posed by L. Nirenbergin a special case. He
asked, "Is any given strictlypositivefunctionK on S2 the Gaussian curvature of some metric that is pointwiseconformalto the standard metric?"
This asks forthe solutionof (1.3) on S2 with the standardmetric (so k -1)
assumingthat K > 0.
The heart of our results on all of these Questionsconsistsof new existence and non-existencetheoremsfor (1.3). We brieflysummarizethe currentstatus of these questions consideringseparately the cases S2, P2, and
X(M) ? 0.
S2: We began our study of curvature functionswith this case. Unfortunately,S2 remainsthe only 2-manifoldfor which our questions are as
yet largely unanswered.* One should observe that Questions 1 and 3 are
equivalentforS2 by the Uniformization
Theorem,whichassertsthatany two
* See "added in proof"at the end of the paper.
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Riemannianmetricson S2 are conformally
equivalent.
The firstprogresson S2 was made by H. Gluck [101who showed that
the answer to Question1 (and henceto Question3) is "yes" if one assumes
that K > 0. Gluck used a clever topologicalargumentto provethat, on the
standard S2 c R3, given a smoothfunctionf thereis a diffeomorphism
p of
S2 such that
(1.5)

S2(f

oP)ndA = 0

wherenois the unit normalvectorfield. Appliedto f = 1/K, condition(1.5)
is preciselythe integrabilityconditionof the Minkowskiproblem,the solution [25], [26] of whichgives the existence of a closed convex surfacein RI
whose curvature,as a functionof the unitnormal,is Kop. This establishes
the existenceofa metricon S2 withcurvatureKo'p; pullingback thismetric
the
by -1 one obtainsthe desiredmetricwithcurvatureK. Unfortunately,
methodclearlydemandsthe positivityof K.
The answer to Question2 (and hence 3 and 1) on S2 is "yes" under the
additional hypothesisthat K(x) = K( - x). This was proved for K sufficientlyclose to 1 by D. Koutroufiotis[19] while the general case was established by J. Moser [23] whomwe are delightedto have this opportunityto
thankfor several stimulatingconversations.In ? 7 we indicatebrieflyhow
Moserobtainedthis result fromhis work [22], [23] on a sharp versionof the
Trudingerinequality. The general answer to Question 2 on S2 is however
"no". In fact,in Theorem8.8 we shall exhibitstrictlypositivefunctionsK,
which are known by Gluck's work to be curvatures,but which cannot be
realizedpointwiseconformalto the standard metric. Thereforethe answer
to Nirenberg'squestionis also "no".
Questions1 and 3 forS2 as well as sufficient
conditions(beyondK(x) =
K(- x) with K positive somewhere)for the solvabilityof (1.3) are open
problems.
The answer to Question2 (and hence 3 and 1) is "yes" for the real
projectiveplane P2. This follows fromthe above mentionedresults of J.
Moseron antipodallysymmetricfunctionson S2. It should be notedthat P2
is the only2-manifoldforwhichthe answer to Question2 is "yes".
P2:

X(M) < 0: For these compact2-manifoldsthe answers to Questions 3
and 1 are both "yes". These results are containedin our Theorems6.2 and
6.3 forthe case X(M) = 0 and in Theorems11.6 and 11.8 forthe case X(M) < 0.
The answer to Question 2 is "no". Necessary and sufficientconditions(in
additionto (1.2)) for the solvabilityof (1.3) are containedin Theorems6.1
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and 11.1. We wish to thankMelvynBergerforpointingout to us his application[5] of the calculus of variationsto the equation Au = k - ce2uto prove
Theoremin thecase X(M) < 0. We describedour curvature
theUniformization
problemand our conjecturesin the case of S2 to Berger; subsequentlyhe
was able to apply the variationaltechniquesof [5] to answer Question2 (and
for the special case of strictlynegative K on
hence 3 and 1) affirmatively
manifoldssatisfyingX(M) < 0. He also provideda partial solutionto Question 2 in the case X(M) = 0, and showed that if X(M) > 0, the solution to
sharp version of the
Question 2 can be reduced to findinga sufficiently
Trudingerinequality,see [6] and our equation (7.7). We should also note
that in 1898 Poincare, using non-variationaltechniques,apparentlysolved
(1.3) on a compact 2-manifoldassuming only X(M) < 0 and K < 0, thus
answer to our Question2 in this case [28, esp. pp.
providingan affirmative
571-583].
answers to Question3 is that if M is
One consequenceof our affirmative
orientable,its complexstructuresare not distinguishedby their curvature
functions, To be specific,if one fixes a complex structureon M, then any
curvaturefunctionon M is in fact the curvaturefunctionof a metrichaving
the given complexstructureon M, i.e. all possible curvaturefunctionsarise
in each complexstructure.
Althoughthroughoutthis paper we will assume that all data (M, metrics g, and curvatureK) are smooth,this is merelyfor convenience. Our
proofsgo throughwithlittle or no change if one makes minimalsmoothness
hypotheses. For example, withoutchangingany proofswe need onlyassume
thatthe curvaturecandidate K is Holder continuous;in this case the resulting metricwith curvatureK has Holder continuoussecondderivatives.
Beforeprocedingfurtherwe should remarkthat, on a 2-manifold,one
can also consider the related problemof describingthe set of curvature
formsQ = Kwo,where co is the "volume" form. It is an elementaryconsequence of linear elliptic theorythat any 2-formon a compact,connected,
oriented2-manifoldM whose integral over M is 2wX(M) is the curvature
formofsomeRiemannianmetricon M. In fact Q can be achieved by a pointwise conformalchange of any given metric[35].
The next sectioncontainsa summaryof our existenceand non-existence
theoremsfor (1.3), while subsequent sections contain detailed statements
and proofs. We wish to call attentionto ? 4, whichcontainsa rathergeneral
asymptoticresult that may be of independentinterest: in particular, we
show that if u(x; c) is a solutionof
Au + cu

f
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on a compactmanifold,then
lim cu(x, c)

f(x).

2. The equation Au

=

c

-

heu

By a change of variables one can reduce
Au = k - Ke2u

(2.1)

to a more convenientform. Let v be a solution of Av = k - k, where
k=

kdA/area (M) is the average of k, and let w = 2(u

-

v). Then w

satisfies
Aw = 2k

(2.2)

-

(2Ke2v)ew.

It turnsout that equation (2.2) is easier to analyze if one frees it fromthe
geometricsituationand instead considersthe equation
Au = c-heu,

(2.3)

wherec is a constant,and h is some prescribedfunction,with neitherc nor
h tied to geometricconsiderations.We shall also let M be any compact,
connectedmanifoldof unspecifieddimension. In view of our applicationof
(2.1) to open manifoldsin [16], [17], in whichcase K could "blow up" at the
boundary,we shall occasionallyonly assume that h E Lp(M) for some p >
dimM. Although this weak assumption on h slightly complicates some
proofs,it avoids an annoyingawkwardsituationin [16], [17] of having to describehow to extend the existenceproofhere from,say, h E Co, to h E Lp.
It is fascinatingto see how the theoryof (2.3) changes, dependingon
the sign of c. Let us summarizethis. For this purpose, think of M and
he Co as being fixed and note the obvious necessary conditionfound by
integrating(2.3) over M:
|heud V =c Vol (M)

whichimposesa sign conditionon h identical to that on K in (1.2), with c
replacingX(M). We have found that the existence theory depends much
morestronglyon c than this simplesign condition. A sketchof the c axis is
helpfulto understandthe results.
I

c_(h)

I

0

I

c+(h)

->c

c < 0: For this range of c, we make no assumptionon dimM. A necessary conditionfora solutionis that h < 0, in whichcase there is a critical
strictlynegativeconstantc_(h) such that (2.3) is solvable if c_(h)< c < 0,
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but notsolvableif c < c_(h). Estimatesfor c_(h) (provedin Section10) show,
in particular,that
conditionforthe solvabilityof (2.3),
(a) h < 0 is not a sufficient
(b) forfixed c < 0, (2.3) is solvable wheneverh is "not too positive
too often",and
if and onlyif h < 0 (4 0).
(c) c_(h)= -00
A proofof these assertionsis in ? 10, wherewe use the methodof upperand
lower solutionsto obtain existence. The methodof upper and lower solutionsused in the proofswas learned from[30], [31], althoughthe methodis
old [20, Ch. 4].
c = 0: Here we assume dim M ? 2. Then, excluding the trivial case
h _ O, a solutionof (2.3) exists if and onlyif both h < 0 and h is positive
somewhere. The existence is proved using the calculus of variationsin ?5.
involvingthe Sobolev imbeddingtheoBecause of compactnessdifficulties
extendsto dimM > 3, althoughthe
rems,we do not knowif the sufficiency
necessaryconditionsstill hold in this case.
c > 0: This is the most subtle case. Our informationis quite fragmentary. If dimM = 1, so that M = S1, then a solutionof (2.3) exists if
and onlyif h is positive somewhere. Here one has an ordinarydifferential
equation to which the calculus of variationsapplies as in Theorem7.2. (In
the notationthere,one shows c+(h) = +o
by showingthat 8 can be chosen
arbitrarilylarge.)
If dimM = 2, thenthereis a constant 0 < c+(h) < 00, possiblydepending on M, such that a solutionexists if h is positive somewhereand if 0 <
c < c+(h) (Theorem 7.2). The only informationknown on c+(h) is in the
special case of the sphere S2 and the projectiveplane P2, which, for simplicity,we assume have the standard metricof constantcurvature1. For
S2, Moser [22], [23] provedthat if h is positive somewhere,then c+(h) > 2,
while we can show (?8) thatforcertainpositivefunctionsh, c+(h) ? 2. Thus
forall h which
c+(h) = 2 is the best possibleconstantthat worksuniformly
are positive somewhere. In particular,we show that (2.3) is not solvable
forany c > 2 if h is a firstordersphericalharmonic. On the otherhand, as
we will show in a futurepublication,thereare otherfunctionsforwhichwe
can provenon-existenceif c = 2, but forwhichwe can prove existence for
certain c > 2. Thus the situation for positive c contrastsmarkedlywith
that fornegative c wherec_(h) is an absolute cut-offforexistence. For P2,
Moserhas shownthat if h is positivesomewhere,then c+(h) > 4. We do not
knowif this is the best possibleconstant.
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In our workon the cases c < 0 and c = 0, we foundit particularlyuseful to look at the firstorderordinarydifferential
equation
ut = c

-

heu

on M= S', where one can explicitlyfindsolutions (cf. ChapterVI, B). It
is a bit surprisingthat manypropertiesof (2.3) are already exhibitedin this
simpleexample.
The diversephenomenafoundhere concerning(2.3) indicate some difficulties that will have to be clarifiedin any general theoryfor,say,
AU = f (x, U) .

(2.4)

We expect that the theoryof (2.3) will serve as a guide and usefulexample.
In [18] we show how some of the methodsof this paper apply to (2.4) and
other nonlinearelliptic problems. These results are new even forthe ordinarydifferential
equation case.
II. Preliminaries
3.* Notation, some inequalities, and linear elliptic equations

Throughoutthis paper, M will denotea compact,connected(not necessarilyorientable)differentiable
manifoldof unspecifieddimension. If M is
endowedwith a smoothRiemannianmetric,thenVu and Au will denote,respectively,the gradientand Laplacian of u, while
f

Vol(M) 1MfdV

will denotethe average of f with respect to the elementof volume dV (or
area, if dimM = 2, in which case we will write dA) determinedby the
metric. Also, 11ff,
will denotethe norm in L,(M), 111100
the uniformnorm
on M, and 11
IfI, will denotethe normin the Sobolev space H8,,(M) of functionson M whose derivativesup to order s are all in LP(M). We will write
IIVU IIp instead of the more cumbersome I IVu I I[P.
I

Inequalities. We shall need modifiedversions of standard results.
Proofsare sketched for the convenienceof geometerswho may not be intimate with the techniquesof differential
equations.
If dimM = 2 and u E C-(M) with u = O, thenfor any p > 1 there is
a constantc1independentof p and u such that
(3.1)

II'fI<

c1p"21IVu'2.

The pointhere is the sharp controlof the dependenceof the rightside on p.
* The reader may wish to skip this sectionand only referto it as the need arises.
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One firstproves this Sobolev inequalityfor functionsv e C-(R2) with compact supportin the unit disc IxI < 1, i.e. v e C-(I xI < 1). Following [33,
p. 125, 128]-with some extra book keeping- we beginwith the elementary
identity

(*)

21

v(x)

R2VV(X -

Y)

dy,

wheredy is the elementofarea. Since v has supportin Ix I < 1, theintegration
is performedonlyover IyI< 2, so replace y/Iy 12 by 9(y) = y/Iy12 for jy <2
and let 9(y) = 0 elsewhere. Then by Young's inequality[36, p. 37]
11vII,

'

191
I ffT IVvf12f

where

2W1

p

-=--,
s

2

s

1.

But if s < 2, then by an explicitcomputation
II91 (2s=

/

2

= C (P

1/s

22-8

S

)1/

I

I <<

< c(2

-

8)-ifs

plp(2s)-l
P

<Cpl/

where the constantsc and c' are independentof p. This proves (3.1) for
VeCO(JX[ < 1).

A partitionof unity argumentcombinedwith the above inequalityfor
v E C (1x I < 1) showsthat thereis a constantc2such that forany u E C-(M)

(3.1)'

?<
JJ'uIIP

C2p12(11U112 +

JJVU112)

Inequality (3.1) now followsfrom(3.1)' and the Poincareinequality,which
states that thereis a constantC3 such that if u e C-(M) with i = 0, then
(3.2)

< c311VUJ12
v
1JUl12

(The shortestproofof (3.2) is fromthe variational characterizationof the
firstnon-zeroeigenvalue of the Laplacian on M.)
Anotherimmediateconsequenceof the Poincareinequality(3.2) is that
thereis a constantc4 such that forany u e C-(M) with i! = 0, one has

3.3)

JIU111,2 _< C41IVu112

v

Inequality(3.1) is needed to extend an inequalityof Trudinger[34] from
R2 to compact manifolds(see also [4] for a muchmore complicatedproof).
The extendedinequalityasserts that if dimM = 2, then there are positive
constants A, v such that for any u e Hj,2(M) with il = 0 and IIVU112< 1,
one has
(3.4)

ieMf2dA
M

< y
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To prove(3.4), we followTrudingerand use the power series for exp, estimatingthe individualtermsby (3.1), to findthat

| el d =2

1uj1k < a

(2c121&k)k

whichconvergesto some number'yif ,Bsatisfies2cl2/3e
< 1.
Moser [22] has given an independentand quite differentproofof (3.4)
for the special cases M= S2 and M = P2. He has shown that in both of
these cases the best constant ,B= 4w.
We shall need two consequencesof (3.4). The firstis that if dimM= 2,
there exist positive constantsA, ^i such that for any u e H1,2(M)and any
constanta > 0,

(3.5)

ul +

e?(ldV<Vexp

4

2)].

Consequently(for dimM = 2),
(3.6)

for all 1 < p < .

if u e H1,2(M),then eue L,(M),

To prove(3.5), let a = IIVul2 and definev by u = t+av. Then IIVvll2= 1,
= 0, and aa IvIj ? 1v2 + (aa)2/(419),where a is the constantin (3.4). Now
apply (3.4) to completethe proofof (3.5).
The second consequenceof (3.4) is
(3.7) Assume dimM = 2. If uj e 1H,2(M) and uj
then exp uj

-

u weakly in H1,2(M),

exp u strongly in L2(M).

In order to prove (3.7), we use the mean value theoremto see that
let - 1[ < Itle"t,and the Rellich-Kondrashovcompactnesstheoremwhich
asserts that if uj
u weakly in H1,2(M) then u - u strongly in L4(M).
Combiningthesefactsand the Schwarz inequalityseveral timeswe findthat
M -l euI-e

12dV =

M

<
'

I uj-u

Me2ue2-uj-ul
(I

-

lI 2dV

I UjU

/(K

68eulu4uIdV)'Ij

12dV
11ullU.

Now (3.5) shows that the firsttwo terms on the right are bounded,while
we picked uj so that IIUj -_U I2O.
Since (3.1) failsfor p =
or dimM > 3, we shall need anotherSobolev
which
asserts that if p > dimM, thereis a constant c5 > 0 such
inequality
that forany u e H1,p(M)
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and the obvious extension to bound IIVuIK if u e H2,,(M) ((3.8) is proved
locallyin RI by Holder's inequalityapplied to the R" versionof the identity
(*) after(3.1), and extendedgloballyto M by a partitionof unity). A consequence of (3.8) which we shall frequentlyuse is that if u E H2,,(M) for
some p > dimM, thenu and Vu are continuous.
Linear elliptic equations. Here too we shall need modifiedversionsof
standardfacts. Again, proofsare onlysketched.
If A is a second order elliptic operatoron M with smoothcoefficients
(i.e., u E C-(M) impliesAu E C??(M)),thenforany p>1 there is a constant
c6> 0 such that forall u E C-(M)

(3.9)

llUll2
+ llullJp)
,p < c6(JlAullJ

This is the LP versionof the fundamentalelliptic inequality. It is proved
using a partitionof unityon M, beginningfromthe correspondinglocal L,
estimatein RI [1, ? 7], [2, ? 15].
As a consequenceof (3.9) one can show [1, p. 439] that if u E L2(M) is a
weaksolution
of Au = f (i.e.,intheL2(M) innerproduct<u, A*9> = <f, 9>
forall p E C-(M), where A* is the formaladjoint of A), and if f E LP( U)
forsome 2 < p < o and someopen Uc M, then u E H2(U).
We shall be combiningthe LP regularityjust stated withthe regularity
theoremsthat followfromthe Schauderestimates. If 0 < a < 1 and j > 0
is an integer,then Cj+a(M) denotesthe space of functionswhose jth derivatives satisfya Holder conditionwith exponenta. The Schauder regularity
theoryassertsthatif Au E Ci+a(U) forsomeopen U c M, thenU E C1+2-+(
U)
[9, p. 339, 345], [7, pp. 240-242].
In ? 9, foruse in [16] we will be consideringthe operator
(3.10)

Lu=

Au

-

ku,

where k E LP(M) for some p > dimM and k > const > 0. Thus we need
extensionsof several results to this case of unboundedcoefficients.First,
thereare constantsc7 and v such that forany u e H2, (M),
(3.11)
(3.12)

IIUI2,p< c7IlLujlpJ,
+ JIVull.< fJJLuJp.
1llJ.J

One proves(3.11) using the triangleinequalityand (3.9) with A = A, to conclude that (3.9) holdswith A=L. But k > const>0 impliesthat kerL = 0,
so (3.11) followsfrom(3.9) with A = L by a standardargument,cf. [2, ? 7,
Remark2]. (3.12) is a consequenceof (3.11) and (3.8).
(3.13) Existencefor (3.10): L: H2,p(M) Lp(M) is a bijection.
-
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That ker L = 0 was mentionedjust above. To proveexistence,one applies (3.11) to prove easily that if a e C-(M) satisfies Ia - kjII < 1/(2c5C7),
then for any u e Cc(M)

U 112,p < 2C711AU
11

(3.14)
Now if f e L,(M)

au

IP.

is prescribed, one chooses aj, f j e C'(M),

where aj >

const > 0, such that aj
k and fa -g f in LJ(M). By standard elliptic
theory,one can uniquely solve Auj - ajuj = fj, giving uj e C-(M). Inequality (3.14) shows that the uj's convergein H2,,(M) to the desiredsolu-

tion u e H2,,(M) of Lu=
f.
(3.15) Maximum principle for (3.10):
u < 0.

if u e H2,,(M) satisfies Lu>? 0, then

We adapt the methodof Stampacchia [32, p. 387]. Let w(x) = max {0,
u(x)}. Since u e H2,,(M) for p > dimM, thenby (3.8) u e C'(M). Thus w e
H1,2(M).

But

O<

M

wLu dV

M(IVW2
M

Since k > const > 0, this implies w

+ kw') dV .

0. Thereforeu < 0.

4.* Au + cu = f as c-)

-

In the courseof our work,we will need to knowthebehaviorofthe solution u(x; c) of Au + cu = f (on compactM) as c-o - Ac. The result is, if
smooth,then cu(x; c) f(x) uniformlyfor x e M. We are
f is sufficiently
somewhatsurprisedthat this "classical sounding"factdoes notseemto have
been observed previously. Our proof readily generalizes to many other
situations.
The key is the followingfunctionalanalysis lemma. Here B1 and B2 are
Banach spaces and B2 a subspace ofB1 such that the naturalinjectionB2 B1
ILis the normin B1, and L: B2 B1 is a continuouslinear
is continuous,JJ
map.
-

-

ASYMPTOTICLEMMA 4.1. Assume that (L + al):
for all a < 0 and that

(4.2)

II(L + al)-I_

where m(a)
0 as a solution of LXa + aXa
(4.3)

ao.

Y.

B2

B1 is invertible

sup II(L + a1Y'Z,1 ? m(a)
If Y e B2 (not just B1), let Xa be the unique
Then

lim laXa - YJ11= 0,

* The reader may skip this sectionand referto it when needed in 8 10.
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thatis, aXOa Y.
so G: B1 B2. Also note that for any a < 0,
(I + aG): B2-B2 is invertible;in fact, (I + aG)-' = (L + aI)-'L. Therefore,forany Y e B2,
Proof. Let G = L',

I I(I

LY 11,
?< II(L + aI)-' JI LYJI, < m(a)1J

+ aG)-'Y

Now LXa + aXa = Y impliesthat
aXa + Y = (I + aG)-'Y.

-

Thus as a-

,

a-

=

IlXXa-Yll,

?.

11(I+aG)-'Y1ll<m(a)I1LYII1,

Q.E.D.

ASYMPTOTIC THEOREM4.4. For c < 0, let u(x; c) denotethe unique solution of Au + cu = f e C(M) on a compactmanifoldM. Then

lim cu(x; c) = f (x),

C_-)-00

is uniformon M.
wheretheconvergence
Proof. We apply the AsymptoticLemma with B1 = HI,,2(M)and B2 =
H,+2,2(M), fors a positiveeven integer,s = 2k. Let L = A - I. Then L +
is continuousand has a continuousinverseforany a < 0
al: H8+2,2
H,2
by standard elliptic theory. If we let * = (L + aI)-'p for some 9 e H,,2,
then (4.2) will be establishedif we can showthatthereis a functionm(a) 0
-k

-

as -a-c

such that
I *I

,,2

+

m(a)II(L

<

aI)*l||s,2

forall r E H,+2,2. Now the fundamentalinequalityforellipticoperators(cf.
(3.11)) shows that the H,2 normof p is equivalentto the L2 normof Lk* =
(A - I)kI (recall that s = 2k). Thus we can considerthe H1,2 innerproduct
and normto be definedby
<am

9>S,2

=<L Akr,Lkcp>

where <, > is the L2(M) innerproduct. Consequently,

- <L*,

1>s,2

=
=

<KI

1>8,2
+

t|kttS,2

-

<AL Ak Lk
IVLkbI2

?

>

0,

wherewe have integratedby parts to obtain the secondline. Therefore,for
ac<O
-allJ112b,?

-

<Lb

+ a(,

k>,2

?
<I(L

+

aI)r11,,2!II*rlls,2

that is,
This verifies(4.2) with m(a) = 1/lfal,
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- ' f(L + al)+182.
11~bjf8,
a
al
If we let a = c + 1, thenf = Au + cu = Lu + au.
toticLemma,
uM jaU

-

Thus by the Asymp-

fI11,2 = 0

forany positiveintegers. By the Sobolev imbeddingtheorem[7, Lemma 3,
p.194], if s is sufficiently
large, we concludethe convergenceis uniformon
Ml
lim (c + 1)u(x; c)

f(x) .

This completesthe proof.
III.

The case c

5. Analysis of Au

=

0
heu

=-

Throughoutthis section we shall assume that the compact connected
manifoldM is of dimension2 and has a given Riemannianstructure. No assumptionis made on the Euler characteristic. We shall considerthe equation
Au =

(5.1)

-

heu,

where h is a smoothfunctionon M, and we exclude the trivial case h 0_
in whichcase the solutionsof (5.1) are preciselythe constantfunctionson M.
By integratingbothsides of (5.1) over M one obtainsthe "lineartheory"
necessaryconditionthat heudA = 0. For smooth h (not 0_ ) this condition requiresthat h change sign. The key to the theoryof (5.1) (and the
missingingredientin the treatmentin [6]) is theobservationofan additional
necessaryconditionwhich reflectsthe particular nonlinearnature of this
equation,namelythat h dA < 0. To obtain this, observe that u _ const
M

cannotbe a solution,multiply(5.1) by eu, and integrateover M to find
(5.2)

sehdA
M

=te-ufdA
M

-

M

-uIVu12dA

< 0.

Here we have used an integrationby parts (that is, an applicationof the
divergencetheoremwhich, one should observe, is perfectlyvalid for nonorientableRiemannianmanifolds[11, p. 388]). We shall now use the direct
methodof the calculus of variations to show that these two necessaryconforthe existenceof a solutionto (5.1).
ditionsare also sufficient
THEOREM
5.3. Let h (not _ 0) belongto C-(M). Then theconditions
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(i) h changessign,
(ii) 1hdA
M

< O.

for the existenceof a solution u E C-(M) for
are necessaryand sufficient
equation (5.1).
Proof. We have just observed the necessity. For the sufficiencywe use
the calculus of variations.
Define a set of functions B by

B

=

{v E Hi,2(M):

hevdA = 0, v7= O}

Since h changes sign, it is easy to see that B is not empty. We shall minimize the functional
(5.4)

J(v)

for veB.

IVvl2dA,

Clearly J ? 0. Let a = infJ(v) for v e B. Say {vn} B is a minimizing
sequence, so J(vn)I a. Because B is not empty, there is some vt e B. Let
<
b = J(v0). Then we can assume J(vn) < b. It follows from (3.3) that IIv12Xo
const J(vn) < const for all n. Because the unit ball in any Hilbert space is
weakly compact, we conclude that there is some v E H1,2(M) such that a subsequence of the vs's, which we relabel ve, converges weakly to v. This
implies that v-= 0. Since, by (3.7), evnconverges to ev in L2, we obtain
hevdA = 0. Therefore v e B.
To conclude that v minimizes J for all v E B, we use the general result
v <
that whenever v, converges to v weakly in a Hilbert space, then vI
v Ij and note that Iv
lim inf IIv,,I (proof: let z = v/JI
v, _ <z, v,>
IIv1). In
IJ

our case, the Hilbert space is the subspace of H1,2(M)with v-= 0. Because
on this
of inequality (3.3), VJ(v) is a norm equivalent to the norm 111,2
subspace. Thus J(v) < J(v") for all n. Therefore v minimizes J in B.
Since v minimizes J in B, by standard Lagrange multiplier theory we
find that there are constants X and e such that for any q E H1,2(M)
(5.5)

\M[2Vv VP + Xhevp+
M

pg]dA = 0.

This is the Euler-Lagrange equation. Integrating by parts, taking a derivative offof v, one immediately sees that if we let F _ (Xhev+ [e)/2, then v is
a weak solution of Au = F. Since v e H1,2, we findfrom(3.6) that ev E L,(M)
for all p > 1, in particular for some p > 2 = dim M which we now fix.
Since F then belongs to L,(M), it follows fromthe L, regularity theory (? 3)
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forweak solutionsof linear ellipticequationsthat v lies in H2,pand hence in
C1 by (3.8). Then F lies in C1, so by the Schauder estimates (?3) v C C2.
Continuinginductivelyone finds that v E Co. It remains to evaluate the
=_1in (5.5) gives P- 0;
Lagrange multipliersX and a. The special case
and the special case p = e-v, in view of the assumption h dA < 0, shows
that X < 0. Thus we can write = 2e' forsome constanta. Then u =
Q.E.D.
v + Y is the desiredsolution u e C??(M) of Au = - heu.
6. Curvatures of compact 2-manifolds with X(M) = 0

As an immediateconsequenceof the previous section, we can answer
the three Questions posed in ? 1 for compact 2-manifoldswith zero Euler
characteristic,X(M) = 0, i.e., forthe torusand Klein bottle. We firstconsiderQuestion2.
6.1. Let M be a compact2-manifoldwith X(M) = 0 and let g
be a given metricon M. Then, K e C??(M) is the curvatureof a metric -o
thatis pointwiseconformalto g if and only if eitherK 0_ or both
THEOREM

(i) CKe2v dA < O. whereAv = k withk thecurvature
ofgy
and

M

(ii) K changessign.
Remark. The inequality(i) should not be confusedwith the Gauss-Bonnet condition Ke2u dA = 0. For example, if one begins with the standard
flatmetrichaving k 0_ on the torus,then v _ const in (i), so the inequality
reads K < 0.
Proof. Given the metricg, then by the Gauss-Bonnettheoremits curvature k satisfiesk = 0 (whichalso shows that one can solve Av = k). Thus
by the change of variables (2.1)-(2.2), we seek a solutionof
Aw

=-

2Ke2vew,

which is precisely(5.1) with h= 2Ke2v. The conclusionnow follows from
Theorem5.3.
Q.E.D.
Next we answer Question3.
THEOREM6.2. Let M be a compact2-manifoldwith X(M) = 0 and let g

be a givenmetricon M. Then a givenfunction K e C??(M) is the curvature
of a metricj' that is conformallyequivalent to g if and only if eitherK
changessign or else K- 0.
Proof. Necessitythat K changesign if it is not 0-- followsfrom(1.2).
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If K _ 0, thenK is triviallythe curvatureof a metricpointwiseconformal
to g. For sufficiency
in the case that K - 0, we mustfinda diffeomorphism
P of M such that one can solve (1.4). In view of Theorem6.1, we must
merelyfindq such that
|(Kop)e2vdA < 0

M

whichis clearlypossiblesince K is negative in some open set.

Q.E.D.

As an immediateconsequenceof Theorem6.2 we can resolveQuestion1
forthis case.
THEOREM6.3. Let M be a compact2-manifoldwith X(M) = 0, i.e. the

torusor Klein bottle. Then a givenfunction K e C-(M) is the curvatureof
0.
somemetricon M if and only if eitherK changessign or K
IV. The case c > 0
7. Analysis of Au = c

-

heu with c > 0

We again assume that M is an arbitrarycompactconnected2-manifold
possessinga givenRiemannianstructurewitharea elementdA. We consider
the equation
Au = c

(7.1)

-

heu

with c > 0 constantand with h a smoothfunctionon M. If thereis a solution u of (7.1) then upon integratingthe equationover M one immediately
observesthat h must be positivesomewhere. This conditionis, in fact, sufsmall c > 0.
ficientforthe existenceof a solutionto (7.1) forall sufficiently
THEOREM7.2. Consider(7.1) with c > 0 and h e C-(M).

(a) A necessaryconditionfor theexistenceof a solution to (7.1) is that
h be positivesomewhereon M.
(b) If h is positive somewhere,thereis a constant c+ > 0 depending
on h (which we write c+(h)) such that (7.1) has a solution ue C??(M) for
o < c < c+(h). Moreover
(7.3)
c+(h) > 2fl/A
where a is theconstantin the Trudingerinequality (3.4) and A is the area
of M.
The proofof this theoremis essentiallycontainedin [6] and [23] so we
just indicatethe stepsbriefly.One solves (7.1) by minimizingthe functional
(7.4)

J(U) =

(1 IVU12 + cu)dA
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on the subset B of H1,2(M)definedby the constraint
(7.5)

|he"dA

=

cA.

Observe that the assumptionthat h is positivesomewhereguaranteesthat
the constraintset B is not empty. Writingu = v + ii, so v-= 0, and solving forffin (7.5) one sees that J can be expressedas
(7.6)

|
J(U) = 5

M

1 Vu2dA

2

-

cA log

M

hevdA+ cAlogcA .

Combiningthis with the estimatein (3.5), we findthat
(7.7)

J~w)

>

1 (2,8 - Ac) IjVu I,' + const .
4/9

Hence J is boundedbelow if c < 2,8/A. In thecase c = 2,8/A,thefunctional
J may have no minimum,in fact no critical pointswhatsoever,forcertain
functionsh whichare positivesomewhereeven thoughJ is boundedbelow.
in the followingsectionfor M= S2.
We shall exhibitcases ofthisphenomenon
If, however,one has strict inequality,c < 2/9/A,then one can use (7.7) to
show that minimizingsequences remain in a fixedball in H1,2(M)whichis
weakly compact. Thus one can select a weakly convergingsubsequenceand
the standardvariationalargument(as in Theorem5.3, for example) yields
the existenceof a solution u e C??(M) for(7.1).
It followsfromthe work [22] of Moseron the best possible value for fi
on the standard2-sphereS2 (with constantcurvature1) and on the standard
real projective plane P2 that c+(h) > 2 for all functionsh positive somewhereon S2 and that c+(h) > 4 bothforantipodallysymmetrich whichare
positivesomewhereon S2 and forfunctionsh positivesomewhereon P2 (see
[23]). Since the relevant value of c for the solution of (2.1) on either the
standard S2 or P2 is 2, Moser concludesthat all functionswhichare antipodally symmetricand positive somewhereon S2 are Gaussian curvaturesof
metricson S2 and all functionspositivesomewhereon P2 are Gaussian curvatures of metricson P2. Moreover,in each of these cases the metricrealizing the curvature candidate can be chosen pointwiseconformalto the
standardmetric.
We shall show in the next section that thereare functionsh, positive
somewhereon S2, for which (7.1) has no solutionsfor any c > 2. Consequently c+(h) = 2 is the largest value of c+ which works uniformlyfor all
h positive somewhereon S2. We shall also show that there are strictly
positiveh forwhichthereare no solutionsof (7.1) forthe case c = 2.
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on the dependence
It is of interestto determineadditional information
of c+ on h and on M; and, in general,to determinethe structureof the set
of positivec's forwhich(7.1) has a solutionfora given h and M.
8. Integrabilityconditions on S2
In this sectionwe derivea new integrabilityconditionfor the equation
Au = c - heu with respect to the standard metric on the 2-sphereS2 for
certainpositivevalues of c.
To begin, we observethe followingidentitywhichholds forany pair of
smoothfunctionsu, F on any Riemannianmanifold.
Basic Identity:
(8.1)

2Au(VF.Vu)
= V(2(VF.Vu)Vu - IVuI|VF) - (2HF - (AF)g)(Vu, Vu) .

Here g denotes the metrictensorand HF is the Hessian or 2nd covariant
derivativeof F. (In Euclidean space, the matrix of the symmetricbilinear
formHF with respectto the canonicalbases is just the matrixof2ndpartial
derivativesof F.) In the notationof the classical tensorcalculus this identity becomes
2uj;j(Fiui)

= 2((Fiui)uj);j

-

((uiui)Fj);j

-

2F;juju

+ Fjjuiui

a formulawhose validityis readilyverified.
Now we restrictour attentionto S2 with its standardmetric. If F is a
1st ordersphericalharmonic(i.e. the restrictionto S2 of a linear functionin
R3) then
(8.2)

-2F

AF=

and 2HF-(AF)g

=O.

Thus forsuch F the basic identitybecomes
Au(VF.Vu)

(8.3)

-

0

where we use - to denote equality modulo termswhich are divergences.
We now apply (8.3) to derive an integrabilityconditionfor solutionsu of
the equation Au = c - heu. ReplacingAu in (8.3) by c - heuwe obtain
cVu VF

(8.4)

-

VF .
heuVuy

Considerthe lefthand side of (8.4). Taking a derivativeoffof F and placing
it on Vu, again substitutingc - heu for Au, and observingthat c2F is a
divergencesince F is a sphericalharmonic,we get that
(8.5)

cVu.VF

-

-

cFAu =-

cF(c

-

he)

chFeu
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On the righthand side of (8.4) we observethat euVu = Ve2',we removethe
derivative fromeu and place it on hVF, and we use the fact AF =-2F
to obtain
he2Vu.VF

(8.6)

-

-

euV(hVF) = 2heuF

-

e2'Vh.VF.

Combining(8.5) and (8.6) with (8.4) we see that
e2Vh.VF

(8.7)

-

(2

-

c)hFe" .

Integratingbothsides of (8.7) over S2 provesthe following.
8.8. If u is a solutionof theequation
THEOREM
Au

(8.9)

=

c - he"

on thestandard2-sphere,then
(8.10)

| e2Vh.VFdA

=

(2 - c)\

e2hFdA,

for all sphericalharmonicsF of degree1.
In the case c = 2, we see that (8.9) has no solutionsforany functionh
such that Vh.VFo has a fixedsign forsome sphericalharmonicF0 of degree
1, in particularforall functionsh of the formF0 + const. In the case c > 2,
if h = F0 is a spherical harmonicof degree 1, then (8.9) has no solutions
since the two sides of (8.10) will have oppositesigns for F = F0.
On the standard2-sphere,the equation (1.3) becomes Au = 1 - Ke2u,so
it followsfromTheorem8.8 that a functionK for whichVK.VFo has a fixed
sign for some spherical harmonicF0 of degree1 cannot be realized as the
curvatureof a metricpointwiseconformalto thestandard metricon S2. In
particular,thereare strictlypositivesuch functionsK, whichare knownby
Gluck's work [10] to be curvatures,but which cannot be realized pointwise
conformalto the standardmetric. This showsthat the answers to L. Nirenberg's question and to our Question2 for S2 are both "no" for certain K.
Note also that the set of K for which one can solve Au = 1 - Ke2uis not
open, for there exist solutions (indeed a 3-parameterfamilyof them) for
K
1, but thereare no solutionsfor K = 1 + F where F is any non-trivial
sphericalharmonicof degree 1. Questions1 and 3 remainopen forS2. We
believe that the answers to both will be "yes".
If one uses sphericalcoordinates(z = cos P, x = sin9 cos 0, y= sin q sin 0)
and considersthe special case of (8.10) in which c = 2 and F = cos 9, then
(8.10) becomes
(8.11)

3{1euh,

9d do
sind2

=

0.
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It was this formof (8.10) to which we were firstled by our observationof
the non-existenceof rotationallysymmetric(functionof q alone) solutions
for Au = 2

-

heu given rotationally symmetric data h (see [15]). One can

directly verify (8.11) by using the equation and several integrationsby
parts.
We should remarkthat our proofof Theorem8.8, beginningwith the
identity(8.3), has the advantage that it generalizes to give integrability
conditionson Si, forthe equation describingthe change of scalar curvature
under pointwise conformalchange of metric (see [17]) and also to give
Pohozaev's proofof the non-existenceof positivesolutionsin the case of the
Dirichletproblemforthe equation Au = - u +2)/(%-2', X > 0, on a starlike
domainin RI (see [27] and [18]).
Anotherperhaps more conceptual method of proving Theorem8.8 is
based on an idea of G. Rosen [29]. A solutionu of (8.9) is a criticalpointof
the functional
J(u)

(8.12)

=

+ cu

V
(?1Vu12

heu)dA.

-

induced on S2 under
Let 9p: S2 S2 be the (conformal)diffeomorphism
2
R2
definedby <>i(p) =
'lb:
from
the
R
R2
map
by
stereographicprojection
Xp. Then 9P = id, so

dJ(uocI%)

(8.13)

=0

If one carries out the computationof (8.13) one obtains (8.10) forthe case
F = Z IS2 = cos 9.

One shouldobserve that the value of c at which (8.10) firstyields obstructionsto the solvabilityof (8.9) is 2, whichis the 1st non-zeroeigenvalue
of - A on S2. An investigationof the case c = 6, whichcorrespondsto the
2nd eigenvalue of - A, shows that new phenomenaarise here also. Beginning with the basic identity(8.1) and proceedingas above, one shows that
then for
if F is a 2nd order spherical harmonic (i.e., satisfies AF =-6F),
one
u
of
has
(8.9)
any solution
(8.14)

euVh.VF

(6

-

c)hFeu-

I(2HF

-

(AF)g) (Vu, Vu) .

We now use this to show that thereare rotationallysymmetricfunctionsh,
say h = 3 cos29 - 1 forwhich Au = 6 - heu has no rotationallysymmetric
solutions. Integrating(8.14) over S2 with c = 6, with F = 3 cos2 -1, and
with u a functionof 9 alone, one obtains
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(8.15)

e~hfFfdA

(sin2P)u' dA,

-18

whichis clearlynot satisfied
foranyh oftheforma

COS2

b are constantswith a > 0.

9 + b wherea and

V. The case c < 0
9. The method of upper and lower solutions
Here we are trying to solve
Au = c

(9.1)

-

he"

on a compactconnectedmanifoldM, where c < 0 is a constant. If one tries
to use the calculus of variationsto solve this, thenone can provethat a solutionexists if dimM = 2 and h < 0 ( E 0), cf. [6] forthe case h < 0, which
was earlier treated non-variationallyin [28, esp. pp. 571-583]. If h is positive on someopen set, then one can show that the functionalone uses in the
variationalmethodis unbounded,even if dimM = 1. Thus we use a differentapproachto proveexistenceof solutionsto (9.1) for functionsh that
are occasionallypositive.
We shall use the methodof upper and lower solutions,which has the
additional virtue that it does not presumeanythingabout dimM. For our
applicationsin [16, 17] to the open manifoldcase, we will assume here that
h e L,(M) forsome p > dimM, althoughthe simplercase h e C-(M) suffices
forthis paper. We shall call u_,us e H2,,(M) a lower (respectively,upper)
solutionof (9.1) if
(9.2)

Au_-c + heu > O.

Au+-c

+ heu+< O

on M. Inequalities,of course,hold almosteverywhere.
LEMMA9.3. Let c < 0 and p > dimM be constants. If thereexist upper and lowersolutions, u+, u- e H2, (M) of (9.1) and if u_ < u, thenthere
is a solution u e H2, (M) of (9.1). Moreover,u_ < u < u., and u is C?' in
any open set whereh is Co.
Remark. If one assumes h e C-(M), then one can follow the proofin
Courant-Hilbert[9, pp. 370-371],using our us and u- in place of theirv and
- v. Other recent versions of this methodto prove existence for various
nonlinear2nd order elliptic equations can be found in [3] and [8]. Our
proofwill follow[9, pp. 370-371]suitablygeneralizedto the L, situation.
Proof. Set
k1(x) = max (1, -h(x))
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so that kh> 1 > 0, and k1> -h.

Let

k(x) = k,(x)e"+'$'

and observethat k(x) > const > 0. Since u+ e H2,,(M), by (3.8) we see that
us is continuous. Thus k e L,(M). We will findthe desiredsolutionof (9.1)
by iterations. Let
L9=A9-kW

and f(x, u)

c-heu .

Then, using (3.13) we defineinductivelyuj+l e H2,, as the unique solutionof
Luj+l = f(x, uj)

-

kuj,

whereu0= u+. INotethat uj e H2,pimpliesthat uj is continuous,so f (x, uj) C
LP and hence f(x, uj) - kuj e L,. Consequentlyuj+1c H2,,. We claim that
a_ < Uj+1 < Uj < ... <

(9.4)

+.

For example,to prove uj+l < uj, one checksinductivelythat L(uj+1 - uj) > 0
and then applies the LP maximumprinciple(3.15). The other inequalities
in (9.4) are provedsimilarly.
Since u+, u_, and uj are continuous,inequality(9.4) shows that the I
are uniformly
bounded. Consequently,in the Lp norm
= 1Ic - heui - kujIIp < const
IILuj+1jjIp

so by (3.12), the uj's and their first derivatives are uniformlybounded.
Therefore,the Arzela-AscoliLemma impliesthat a subsequenceof the u/s,
convergesuniformlyto some continuousfunctionu. In view of the monotonicity(9.4), we concludethat the entire sequence uj itself convergesuniformlyto u. Inequality(3.11) thenshows that
IIU-+1

-

Uj+1

112,p<

constIIL(ui+? - uj+?)IIp

< const(IIhIIpIIeui - euilK +

- unjil)
kIklIpIlui

Thereforethe uj's convergestronglyin H2,p,so u e H2,,. Since L: H2,, Lp
is continuous, it follows that u is a solution of (9.1) and satisfies un < u

<

u+.

Now u C H2,p so u e C1. By the Schauder theory(see ? 3) one provesinductively- that u e Cooon any open set where h e Co. Moreprecisely,if
hGCj+i then UiG Cj+2+'.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 9.3 shows that the burden of provingexistence is shifted to
findinga prioriestimates of the form (9.2). This is, as usual, the most
difficultstep. Observe firstthat one can not expect this to be possiblefor
arbitraryh. In fact, integrating(9.1) over M shows that
c Vol (M) =

M

he dV
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Because c < 0, a necessary conditionfor existence is that h be negative
as we shall see in ? 10. In the next lemma,
somewhere. This is notsufficient,
we show that given any uppersolutionu+, one can always finda lower solution u_ < u+. An extensive discussion of the conditionson h required to
obtainan upper solutionis presentedin ? 10. We might,however,note that
if const < h < const < 0, then one can simply use appropriateconstants
forus and u-, to proveexistencequite easily in this case.
LEMMA9.5. (Existence of Lower Solutions.) Given any h G L,(M) and
a function u+ C H2,p(M), there is a lower solution u- C H2,p(M) of (9.1) with
o < 0, such that u- < u+. Thus, a solution exists if (and only if) there is
an upper solution.

Proof. If h is bounded frombelow, then one can clearly use any sufficientlylarge negative constant for u_. For general h e L , let k,(x) =
max (1, - h(x)) and let a > 0 be a constantchosenso that ak, - -c. Then
(ak, + c) = 0 and (ak, + c) e L,. Thus thereis a solutionw of Aw = ak, + c.
By the LP regularitytheory(see ? 3), we H2,pand hence w is continuous.
large, the function
We claim that by choosingthe constantX sufficiently
u = w - X meets our requirements.One can clearly satisfy u_ < u+ for
any u+ e H2,p,because w and u+ are continuous. In addition u- is a lower
solutionsince
Au

-

c + heu- = ak, + hew-2
> kj(a

-

ew-) > 0

Q.E.D.

forX sufficiently
large.
10.

Analysis of Au

c

-

heu with c < 0

In this section we will prove two theorems that collect information
concerningconditionsunderwhichour equation (9.1) with c < 0 has a solution. We do not make any assumptionson dimM.
THEOREM10.1. Consider(9.1) with c < 0 and h e C-(M).

(a) If a solution exists, then h < 0. Even more strongly,the unique
solutionA of
(10.2)

A

+ cEp= h

mustbe positive.
(b) If h < 0, then there is a constant - _o?c_ < 0 depending on h
(whichwe write c_(h)) such that one can solve (9.1) for all c_(h)< c < 0,
butcannot solve(9.1) if c < c_(h).*
* In [37, ?7A] this is sharpenedto nonsolvability
if c < c_(h).
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Information
on the criticalconstantc_(h)is suppliedby thenexttheorem
in this section.
Proof. (a): Using the substitutionv =ecu, one sees that (9.1) has a
solutionu if and onlyif thereis a solutionv > 0 of
(10.3)

-

Av+cv-h

VV
v

=o

Assume that v is a positivesolutionof (10.3), let q be the unique solutionof
- v. Then
(10.2) and let w =
_ {VV2<0

AW+

Since Aw > 0 at a minimumof w, it followsthat the minimumof w must
be non-negative.Therefore9 > v > 0. Consequently,a necessarycondition
forthereto exist a positivesolutionof (10.3) (and hence a necessaryconditionforthereto exist a solutionof (9.1)) is that the unique solutionof (10.2)
must be positive. This necessary conditionimmediatelyimplies h < 0 as
one sees by integrating(10.2) (one also could have provedthat h < 0 by imitating the proofof (5.2)). In the proofof Part (c) of Theorem10.5 we will
find that there may fail to be a positivesolutionof (10.2) even if h < 0.
Thus the positivityof the solutionof (10.2) is a strongernecessarycondition
than h < 0. This completesthe proofof Part (a).
condi(b): In view of the two lemmasof ? 9, a necessaryand sufficient
tion for there to exist a solutionu E C-(M) of (9.1) is the existence of an
uppersolutionu+ E C(M),
(10.4)

Au+ < c

-

heu+

Clearly,if u+ is an uppersolutionfora given c < 0, thenu+ is also an upper

solution forall co< 0 such that c < c. Therefore, there is a constant - Cx <
c_(h)< 0 such that (9.1) is solvable fornegative c's with c > c_(h) but has

no solutionsfor c < c_(h).
We claim that underthe assumptionh < 0, we have c_(h)< 0. Indeed,
h. SinceI et -i amI tIetI, and since
let ve C-(M) beasolution of Av h < 0, we can pick a > 0 so small that
eav

Let

eb =

1

1<

-h

a. If c = ah/2 and u+ = av + b, we have
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Au+

-c

+ heu+ - ah(eav

1) + ah

-

2

11 _+ ah
2

< a[ lheav
<

ah

ah0

-

2

2

Thus, with c ah/2< 0, we have an upper solutionu+. Consequently,h < 0
Q.E.D.
impliesthat c_(h)_ ah/2< 0.
Next we discuss the criticalconstant c_(h) of Theorem10.1.
THEOREM10.5. Except in (d), we assume that h G C(M).
if and only if h(x) < 0 for all x E M but h t 0.
(a) c_(h)= (b) If h < h, then c_(h)< c_(h). Also, c_(h)= c-(Xh)for any constant
X > 0.

(c) Given c < 0, thereis an h with h < 0 such that c < c_(h). Thus,
solvabilityof (9.1) and the
thenecessarycondition h < 0 is notsufficientfor
criticalconstantc_(h)< 0 can be made arbitrarilyclose to 0.
(d) Let h E L,(M) for some p > dimM. If thereexistsa constant a< 0
and f e L,(M) such that h < f and If - a II,< - a/(1 - 2c), where y is the
constantin (3.12) with L = A + c, then thereis a solution u E H2,,(M) of
(9.1) with u smoothon any open set in which h is smooth.
The vital part of this theoremforour geometricapplicationsis the somewhat complicatedPart (d), whichasserts that forgiven c one can solve (9.1)
fora fairlyrichclass offunctionsh, in particularforh's thatare occasionally
asserted in (a) and (c). One can show that
positive,despitethe difficulties
the conditionon h in (d) implies the necessary conditionh < 0 (use (3.12)
with u 1 to show firstthat 1 < -c Vol (M)"1P).
Proof. (a): First we show that if h(x) < 0 for all x E M, but h % 0,
then (9.1) is solvable for all c < 0. As we have observedbefore,in view of
the lemmasin ?9, the solvabilityof (9.1) is equivalentto the existenceof an
upper solution, u+, of (9.1). Let Av = - h, and note that h < 0. Pick
constantsa and b so large that ah < c and (eav+b - a) > 0. Then let u+ =
av + b. Since h < 0, we findthat
Au+

-

c + heu+

ah

-

ah

-

c+

heav+b <

0.

Therefore u+ is an upper solution. Consequently c_(h) = -

h E 0.

if h < 0 but

Secondly,suppose that h(x,) > 0 for some x0E M. By the Asymptotic
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Theorem4.4, the unique solutionof (10.2) is negative at x0 for c < 0 sufficientlylarge negative. But by Theorem10.1 (a) the positivityof this solutionof (10.2) is a necessaryconditionforthe solvabilityof (9.1). Therefore,
if h is positive somewhere,then (9.1) has no solutionfor c large enough
negative.
(b): If u+ is an uppersolutionfor h, then it certainlyis an uppersolution forany h ? h. Thereforec_(h)? c_(h). To see that c_(h)= c(Xh) for
any constant X > 0, we merelynote that if u is a solutionof Au = c - he"',
then v = u

log X is a solution of Av = c

-

Xhev. So for prescribed c < 0

-

one can solve given the functionXhif (and only if) one can solve given the
functionh.
(c): With c < 0 given,we show there is an h E C-(M) with h < 0 for
which(9.1) is not solvable; thus c < c_(h)< 0. Let eE C-(M) satisfy r = 0,
but * % 0. Choosea constant a > 0 so small that r + a still changessign.
Let h = Air + c(* + a). Then h = ca < 0. By Theorem 10.1(a) we conclude
that (9.1) has no solutionforthis h and this c < 0 since the unique solution
of (10.2),
A9 + cq' = h,
is T = + + a, whichchanges sign.
(d): In view of the lemmasin ?9, in order to prove existence for (9.1)
to provethereis an uppersolutionu+ E H2, (M) of(9.1), thatis,
it is sufficient
(10.6)

Au+ -c + heu+ < 0.

Make the change of variable v=

v C H2,,(M) is a positivesolutionof
(10.7)
Let a

Av +cv-h
/(1

= a-

-

e-u+. Then u+ will satisfy (10.6) if

_

v

2c). We claim that we can let v be the unique solution of

Lv _ v + cv = f + a .

(10.8)

Note that v E H2,,(M), by (3.13), and observe that -= 26 is a solutionof
LA = 2ca. Thus L(v - *) = f + 6(1 - 2c) = f - a, so inequality (3.12) ap-

plied to v
(10.9)

-

* reveals that

1v- 2all. + JjVvjj.< ^ilL(v -)IIp

=

llf - ap < a.

In particular,
11v-2j1K

< a

so

v(x) >

.

Also, jjVvjjo < a so
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IVvj < 1 and

(10.10)

V

lVvj < a.
V

Thereforev(x) > a > 0 and (10.7) is satisfiedsince
AV + cv-h

-

IVVf12

V

>

-h-a=

+

Q.E.D.

f-h>O.

Remark 10.11. For later use in [17] we need to observe that under
hypothesis(d) of Theorem10.5 thereis a solution v E H2,,(M) of
Av + cv-h

-Vvj2>0
V

satisfyingv > 0 and (IVv l/v)< 1. This followsimmediatelyfrom(10.10).
Remark 10.12. By a maximumprincipleargument[7, pp. 283-284],one
can show that if h < 0 ( % 0), thenthe solutionto (9.1) is unique.
COROLLARY
10.13. Assume f e Cc(M) satisfiesf < 0. Given any h G
9 of M such that one can find a solution
Ca(M), thereis a diffeomorphism
U G C2+a(M) of
(10.14)

Au = f

-

(hog9)eu

0
if and only if h is negativesomewhere.Moreover,if h _ (0
can let q be theidentitymap.

0), thenone

Proof. Followingthe reduction(2.1) to (2.3), equation (10.14) is equiva0
If h < (0
0),
lentto theequation Aw 7 (ho9)evew where Av = f-f.
the corollaryfollowsfrom Theorem 10.5(a). If h is positive somewhere,
q such
the corollaryis proved by showing that there is a diffeomorphism
that Theorem10.5(d) applies. The details of this proofare the same as in
Theorem11.6 below and so are omittedhere.
11. Curvaturesof compact M with X(M) < 0
Throughoutthis section,M will denotea fixedcompactconnecteddifferentiable manifoldof dimensiontwo having negative Euler characteristic,
X(M) < 0. Givena functionK E C-(M), we shall determinewhen K is the
Gaussian curvatureof some Riemannianmetricgoof M (Theorem 11.8), as
well as when such a metricis either pointwiseconformalor conformally
equivalentto some prescribedmetricg on M (Theorems11.1 and 11.6).
Our first theoremdeals with the pointwise conformalcase. Given a
smoothmetricg on M, let PC(g) denotethe set offunctionsK e CW(M) that
are the Gaussian curvaturesof metricswhichare pointwiseconformalto g,
i.e. metricsof the formDr= egg for some u E C-(M). Also, let k and A be
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the Gaussian curvature and Laplacian, respectively,of the prescribed
metricg.
THEOREM11.1.
(a) If K E PC(g), then

(11.2)

M

K
Ke2vdA<0

k -k.
(b) Even strongerthan (11.2), if K e PC(g), then the unique solution
cpof
where v is some solution of Av

-

AzP+ 21P = 2Ke2v
must be positive.
(c) Thereexist K E C-(M) satisfying(11.2) suchthatK X PC(g) so (11.2)
is notsufficient.
(d) K e PC(g) if and only if thereis a solution of the differentialinequality
Au < k - Ke2u.
Remark. Inequality(11.2) should not be confusedwiththemoreobvious
Gauss-Bonnetnecessarycondition
(11.3)

| M Ke2u dA = 2ZX(M) < 0 .

Since u is not a prioriknown,all that (11.3) states is that K must be negative somewhere. On the otherhand, the functionv is known so (11.2) is a
strongerstatementthat implies K must be negative somewhere. In the
special case of k const,then v -const and (11.2) becomesK< 0, whichis
fromthe less tangible(11.3).
evidentlyquite different
Proof. As stated in ? 1, K E PC(g) if thereis a solutionu of
(11.4)

Au= k-Ke2u .

Moreoverthe change of variable w = 2(u
we need onlysolve
(11.5)

Aw= 2k

-

-

v), as in (2.1)-(2.2), shows that

(2Ke2v)ew,

where k _ const < 0 (since X(M) < 0). Thus the resultsof ??9-10 are applicable. It is immediatelyapparent that (a) and (b) followfromTheorem
10.1(a), that (c) followsfromTheorem10.5(c), and that (d) is a consequence
Q.E.D.
of the two lemmasin ?9.
Remark. By the remarkafterthe proofof Theorem10.5, if K < 0 (*z 0),
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thenthe pointwiseconformalmetricg is uniquelydetermined.
If one onlyasks that K be the curvatureofa metricg conformally
equivalent to g, then the situation is muchless complicatedforour presentcase
of X(M) < 0.
THEOREM11.6. A function K e C-(M) is the curvature of a metricD

thatis conformallyequivalentto a prescribedmetricg if and only if K is
negativesomewhere.

Proof. The necessityhas been observedin (1.2) as a consequenceof the
Gauss-Bonnettheorem. For the sufficiency,
given such K, we must finda
9 of M and a functionu E C-(M) such that the pulled-back
diffeomorphism
metric g= (c-l)*(eug) has curvature K, i.e., for some 9 and u, KoP is the
curvatureofthe metricg, = eug. In termsof differential
equations,we must
finda q such that one can solve
Au

k

(Ko9)e2u.

-

By the change of variables of (11.5), and in view of Theorem10.5(d), it is
sufficient
to provethereis a constanta < 0, a functionf E C??(M),and a dif9 of M such that
feomorphism
II, < Ia /Y(1- 4k)
wherev is the constantin (3.12) and p > dimM = 2, say p = 3.
We now obtain a, ff,and P. If K < 0, then a < 0 can be chosen so
a and P be the identitymap and we are
that max 2Ke2v< a; then let f r
done. Otherwisewe let m = min(2K) and notethat m < 0. Let b = mine2v,
and chooseany a such that mb< a < 0. We take P to be a diffeomorphism
that makes 2KoP nearlyequal to m on mostof M. More precisely,one can
q of M such
findopen sets U and V with V c Uc M and a diffeomorphism
that
(11.7)

2(KoqP)e2v <

f,

and

Iff-a

2(Koq)e2v <

a

on U,

and
measure (M

-

V) <

(
( -1(1

1)eI
-4k)(I I 2K I1. II e'vI1

-

_

)
aO)

Let f be any Co functionsatisfying
f(x) a_a ,
a < f (x) ? max [2(Ko9)e2'v

,

xE

V,

XG

U- V,

and
f(x)

max [2(KogP)e2v,

xeM-
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Then one easily verifiesthat this choice of a, f, and q satisfiesproperties
Q.E.D.
(11.7) with p = 3. This completesthe proofof Theorem11.6.
An immediateconsequenceof Theorem11.6 is
THEOREM11.8. If X(M) < 0, then a function K e C-(M) is the Gaussian curvatureof a metricon M if and only if K is negativesomewhere.
Remark. There are manyexampleswherethe metricg foundin Theoconstantin some disk D c M
rem 11.8 is not unique. For example,if K
of M that leaves M - D fixed,then K is also
and if 9 is a diffeomorphism
the curvatureof p*g. Non-uniquenessof g occursin yet anothermannerif
M is orientable,forsay the metricsg, and g2give distinctcomplexstructures
9 and * of M such that
on M. By Theorem11.6, thereare diffeomorphisms
K is the curvature of both of the pulled-back metrics Dr = (9P-)*(g,) and

Since -j gives the same complexstructureas gj, we findthat
Dgr,#,althoughbothDr,and g2 have the same curvatureK.
=

(-l)*(g2).

VI. Remarks
A. By using Theorem8.8, we can prove that in the case of S2 with
the standard metric,the equation Au = f - e2u has no solutionfor some
smoothfunctionf with f dA = 47r. To see this,let K be a positivefuncM
tion for which one can not solve Aw = 1 - Ke2w(use Theorem8.8 to find
K) and definev by e2v= K. Then with u_ v + w, and f _ 1 + Av one
large
findsAu = f - e2u which has no solution. By adding a sufficiently
0
everywhere.
that
f
>
insure
can
even
positiveconstantto K, one
This sheds some light on one possible approach to a proofof the UniformizationTheoremforRiemannsurfaces,which,among other things,asequivalent.
serts that any two Riemannianstructureson S2 are conformally
equivalentto the standardmetric.
In particular,each metricg is conformally
equivalent to some metricof
conformally
is
that
pointwise
g
This means
constantcurvature1, i.e., thereexists a solutionof
(R.1)

Agu = k e2u

wherek is the curvatureof the metricg.
In view of the above non-existenceresult for Au = f - e2u (with the
standard metric), any attempt to prove the UniformizationTheorem by
solving (R.1) must criticallyuse the fact that k is the curvatureof the
metricg. This is a key reasonwhy the attemptedproofof the Uniformization Theoremin [5, p. 17-18] forthe case of S2 breaks down.
Theoremand our
We incidentallyremarkthat using the Uniformization
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Theorem8.8, one can show that given any metricg on S2 with curvature
k, there are functionsK (positive somewhere)for which one cannot solve
Au = k - Ke2u,where the Laplacian is in the g metric.
B. In our analysis of Au = + c - heu, c < 0, we found it helpful to
equation
look at the ordinarydifferential
u'=

(R.2)

on S',

+ c-heu

whereS' is the periodicinterval 0 < x < 1. The substitutionv = e-u changes
(R.2) to the much simpler
v' + cv = + h

(R.3)

v> 0,

so we seek a positiveperiodicsolution. The unique solutionof (R.3) is
v(x) =

(R.4)

l

5 e+?Cth(x
+ t) dt

fromwhich one can easily deduce most of the assertionscorrespondingto
those in Theorems10.1 and 10.5. The AsymptoticTheorem4.4, limcv(x) =
h(x), is also easy. In addition,one can see that if h < 0 somewhere,then
q of S' such that the solutionv of (R.3), with h
thereis a diffeomorphism
replacedby ho9, is positive. We used this simple example (R.3) as a guide
to manyof the results in this paper.
C. Our equation(2.3) is of the form
xcM,

Lu = f(x,u),

(R.5)

whereL is a linearellipticoperator. If L is invertibleand f(x, s) is bounded
forall x e M, s e R, then it is easy to proveexistenceof a solutionto (R.5).
If L has a non-trivialkernel but one still assumes f is boundedas well as
satisfyingcertainotherconditions,then Landesman-Lazer [21] have proved
and generalizationby
recent interestingresults (see also the simplification
these results do not apply to our equation
Nirenberg[24]). Unfortunately,
Au = c - heu since not only does L = A have a non-trivialkernel,but also
f(x, s)

c

-

hes is unbounded as s -

co.

We have been able to apply the

techniquesin this paper to second order elliptic problems[18]. Our results
extend,unify,and clarifya numberof seeminglydiversephenomena.
Added in proof: We have recentlycompletelyresolved Questions1 and
and
have a unifiedproofshowing that the answers to both questions
3,
are "yes" for any compact two dimensionalmanifold[37]. However,this
new proofdoes not yield our results on Question2 concerningthe existence
or non-existenceof solutionsto (1.3).
UNIVERSITY

OF PENNSYLVANIA
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